Abstract. It is shown that the Fourier coefficients of functions of Abounded variation, A = {A"}, are 0(Kn/n). This was known for \, = n&+l, -1 < ß < 0. The classes L and HBV are shown to be complementary, but L and ABV are not complementary if ABV is not contained in HBV. The partial sums of the Fourier series of a function of harmonic bounded variation are shown to be uniformly bounded and a theorem analogous to that of Dirichlet is shown for this class of functions without recourse to the Lebesgue test.
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Abstract. It is shown that the Fourier coefficients of functions of Abounded variation, A = {A"}, are 0(Kn/n). This was known for \, = n&+l, -1 < ß < 0. The classes L and HBV are shown to be complementary, but L and ABV are not complementary if ABV is not contained in HBV. The partial sums of the Fourier series of a function of harmonic bounded variation are shown to be uniformly bounded and a theorem analogous to that of Dirichlet is shown for this class of functions without recourse to the Lebesgue test.
We have shown elsewhere that functions of harmonic bounded variation (HBV) satisfy the Lebesgue test for convergence of their Fourier series, but if a class of functions of A-bounded variation (ABV) is not properly contained in HBV, it contains functions whose Fourier series diverge [1] . We have also shown that Fourier series of functions of class {nB+x} -BV, -1 < ß < 0, are (C, ß) bounded, implying that the Fourier coefficients are 0(nB) [2] .
Here we shall estimate the Fourier coefficients of functions in ABV. Without recourse to the Lebesgue test, we shall prove a theorem for functions of HBV analogous to that of Dirichlet and also show that the partial sums of the Fourier series of an HBV function are uniformly bounded. From this one can conclude that L and HBV are complementary classes, i.e., Parseval's formula holds (with ordinary convergence) for/ G L and g G HBV. We shall see that L and ABV are not complementary if ABV is not a subclass of HBV. If we assume Theorem 3, then S"( g)-* g everywhere and S"( g) is uniformly bounded. Applying the dominated convergence theorem, we have An -» 0.
Thus L and HBV are complementary. We now assume that ABV is not contained in HBV and show that, under this assumption, there is an f0 E L and a g0 E ABV such that {/o* foS"(g0)dx} is a divergent sequence.
Our assumption is equivalent to the existence of a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers an such that 2 an/\ converges, but 2 a"/n diverges. Let g"(x) be a function of period 277 defined in [0, 2tr] to be a¡ for (2i -2)m < (n + j)x < (2i -1)77, í -1,...,»+ 1, and 0 elsewhere. Clearly gn E ABV. Now ABV is a Banach space with norm [3] ||s||a=|*(0)|+ VA(g;[0,2m]). Hence there is a g0 in ABV such that Q"(g0) ¥=■ 0(1), implying that Ul'foSAgJdx) diverges. We consider only the first of these. The other may be treated in an analogous manner.
Letting h(t) = fix + t) -fix + 0), we see that 
